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WHAT IS A POLI-CYBER™?

CYBER ATTACKS PERPETRATED OR INSPIRED BY EXTREMIST ORGANIZATION GROUPS LIKE ISIS/DAESH AND ROGUE STATES.
KEY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL CYBER ATTACKS VS A POLI-CYBER™ THREATS? MOTIVATION
DO YOU THINK WE ARE SCAREMONGERING?

This is what experts say and the media reported:
Terrorist groups acquiring the cyber capability to bring major cities to a standstill, warns GCHQ chief
In his book titled: Islamic State: The Digital Caliphate, author and journalist Abdel-Bari Atwan, the man who also interviewed Osama Bin Laden in 96, describes ISIS as having a:

"Cyber Caliphate Division that successfully attacked the US governments Central Command".
Robert Hannigan GCHQ director:

“Determined hackers can get in. They can cause damage. Can the business or public service keep going?”

Ian West who heads up NATO’s cyber-security services said:

“The threat landscape is vast, from malware and hacktivists to organised criminals and state-sponsored attacks. Things that we thought impossible can be done.”
Head of World Energy Council warns: “We’re in the stone age of cyber security. The real learning will only come after the first major incident.”
Banks rehearse ‘Quantum Dawn’ cyber attacks
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J.P. Morgan Chase suffered a cyber attack in 2014 that federal prosecutors have called the largest theft of customer data from a financial institution in
Cyber attacks could be bigger threat to our banking system than bad debts
CONTRIBUTION

World War III: The Coming Cyber-Financial Attack that will Shock America
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Kevin D. Freeman

Kevin D. Freeman is one of the world’s leading experts in economic warfare and financial terrorism. He is currently CEO of Freeman Global
LETS LOOK AT SOME PUBLICLY KNOWN BREACHES & THEIR HARD COST / DAMAGE
TalkTalk shares fall another 7% after cyber-attack
January 20, 2016 12:46 pm
TalkTalk suffers customer exodus in wake of cyber attack
Daniel Thomas, Telecoms Correspondent
Ashley Madison  The Observer

Life after the Ashley Madison affair

It's six months since hackers leaked the names of 30 million people who had used the infidelity website Ashley Madison. Resignations, divorces and suicides followed. Tom Lamont sifts through the wreckage

End of the affairs: at the time of the leak, Ashley Madison claimed to have 37.6m members, all of them assured the site was totally discreet.
WITH ALL THIS INFO WHY ARE TOP DECISION MAKERS (CHAIRMEN, CEOS & BOARD MEMBERS) STILL NOT LISTENING?
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